CREATIVE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
THE MISSING PIECE OF THE PUZZLE

JOYFUL KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
Background, Context
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How do we do that creating?
We can take a left-brained
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JOYFUL KM: THE WORKSHOP
Knowledge Management by Design
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Who is Missing Puzzle Piece Consulting?

Missing Puzzle Piece Consulting is Stephanie Barnes
Stephanie has over 20 years successful, progressive experience in Knowledge
Management and Accounting in the High Technology, Health Care, and Public
Accounting sectors, with abilities in Strategy Execution and Change Management, as
well as Project Development, Implementation and Team Development.
Stephanie has a BBA in Accounting, an MBA in Information Systems, is Masters
Certified in ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) and has a Business
Systems Analyst Certificate; she is also a Creatively Fit Coach.
She is author of the Ark Group report published in May 2011, Aligning People,
Process and Technology in Knowledge Management and many other chapters and
articles. She is also co-authoring a knowledge management strategy how-to book
with Nick Milton, which is expected to be published in 2014.
In January 2010 Missing Puzzle Piece Consulting became the Canadian Franchisee
for Knoco Ltd . (www.knoco.com).This expanded Missing Puzzle Piece’s consulting
activities as well as provided the opportunity to add Knowledge Management
training to its repertoire.

